Awards

Well done to all the students receiving awards at assembly last week.

Library Award: KH
Mrs O’Connell’s Awards: Natalie - 2OK
Listening Award: All of the classes
Mathletics: Katelyn 1B, Jonathan 1B, Alyssa 2OK

Award by Ms Pearson

KH: Riley, Storm
KN: Charlei, Josh
KM: Jack, Cooper
1B: Nate, Millie
1M: Caelan, Summer
2O: Charlotte, Tyler, Nicholas
3B: Nirusha, Amber, Andrew
3/4L: Will, Kallen
4/5W: Jordan, Josh, Olivia
5/6T: Aeysha, Mark, Abbey

Week 7 Assembly is being run by 2OK starting at 12.15pm

Ribbon Awards

Khoa, Tyrese, Charlize, Corben, Kaiah, Jonathan
Our Beautiful Garden

Our children are working really hard in keeping our school yard clean and tidy with each class having a special area to look after. Each week Mrs McGuire is giving plants to the most deserving class to plant in the garden and make our school look wonderful.

Water Bottles

Please make sure your child has plenty of water in their school bags for them to drink, the weather is hot and it is easy to dehydrate quickly.